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Chapter 81 Absolute Killing Move 

“Master Xiao is the number one expert in our Jiang City in all of history!” 

“Master Xiao is the only super genius in the history of our Jiang City who stepped into the Spirit Realm at 

the age of 29!” 

“Master Xiao killed the demon python with a single slash and a Spirit Realm expert with a single move. 

Have you all forgotten?” 

“With Master Xiao in our Jiang City, who dares to say that they’re invincible? Who dares to say that they 

won’t be defeated?” 

Everyone was filled with righteous indignation as they berated that young martial artist. It was as if Xiao 

Bei’s defeat today was all because of him. 

At this moment, Xiao Bei was constantly enduring the attacks of Yun Lige and the other two. 

Every attack made his injuries worsen. 

His chest had already collapsed, and one of his arms had been torn, even revealing the ghastly white 

bones inside. 

His clothes were already stained with blood. He felt that he had been beaten up and his consciousness 

was about to leave his body. 

It could be said to be extremely tragic. 

Every attack made him so depressed that he vomited blood. 

He could have resisted, but due to a freak combination of factors, he had lost every opportunity to 

counterattack. 

His counterattacks would always be destroyed by one of them. Whenever he tried to resist, he would 

also be ambushed by them. 

It was as if the heavens were helping them. 

His previous Martial Monarch Realm combat experience seemed to have become a joke at this moment. 

His limbs and even his mind were no longer under his control. 

At this rate, even if he was the reincarnation of a Martial Monarch Realm expert, he still wouldn’t be 

able to last. In the end, he would be killed by these three unknown fellows! 

He could not continue like this. He could not die here. He still had his master to marry. 

In this life, he still had to cultivate to the Martial Monarch Realm again and live a carefree life. 

“Who are the three of you? We don’t have any grudges. Why do you have to fight to the death?” 

Boom! 



Yun Lige’s spear suddenly pierced through his 

ear. 

“You destroyed my Yun family and now you’re blaming me for fighting you to the death?” 

“What? It’s you? This is impossible! How is this possible?!” 

Xiao Bei’s pupils instantly constricted. 

He had never expected the other party to be Yun Lige! 

 

The genius of the Yun family who had been crippled by him! 

How could he have increased his cultivation to this level in such a short period of time? Wasn’t he 

crippled by him? 

Just as he was thinking, Yun Lige directly pierced his ear. 

“Ah!” 

The intense pain woke Xiao Bei up. 

Now was not the time to think about this problem. He had to get out of the current predicament! 

At this point, he could only use his trump card. 

Originally, he did not want to use his trump card because he could not kill everyone here. Moreover, 

once he used that trump card, he would fall into an extremely passive state. 

At that time, the entire Great Zhou might want to kill him. 

He could not take the risk, so he had not used that trump card. 

However, now, he already understood that these bastards from Jiang City were all in cahoots with these 

three people. Originally, he did not think of this because the other party had no connection to the 

people in Jiang City. However, when Yun Lige’s identity was exposed, he instantly understood. 

They were definitely related and were definitely helping Yun Lige. 

They were in charge of reducing his luck, and the three of them were in charge of killing him. 

Therefore, he no longer had any worries. He wanted to use that trump card to blast these people into 

the sky. 

As long as everyone died, his secret would not be spread. 

And he could also break out of this predicament. 

Thinking of this, he completely let go of his defense and allowed Fang Tianyuan to punch him into the 

ground. 

“Yes?” 



Fang Tianyuan frowned slightly and felt that something was wrong. At their level of cultivation, their 

senses towards strength, attack, and other factors were extremely sharp. 

However, when he punched Xiao Bei just now, he noticed that Xiao Bei did not seem to have used his 

spirit energy to defend. 

“No, something’s wrong! Quickly retreat!” 

After being trained by Lu Xiaoran, Fang Tianyuan’s character had also become much more cautious. 

When he encountered something wrong, he did not dare to be careless at all. 

Yun Lige and Lu Xiaoran also reacted extremely quickly. After hearing Fang Tianyuan’s words, they 

immediately circulated the Shadowless Gale Movement Technique and quickly retreated. 

In the next second, Xiao Bei flew out of the deep pit with a black spear in hand. 

“Seventh move of the Moon Chasing Meteor Art-Dragon Roar Nine Continents!” As soon as the spear 

shot out, the weather instantly changed. Lightning surged in the sky, and lightning flew everywhere. The 

dignity directly made countless people with weak cultivation kneel on the spot, unable to even raise 

their heads. 

Countless people were shocked, and their jaws fell to the ground. They were dumbfounded as they 

stood on the spot and stared fixedly at the figure that seemed to have descended from a god. 

They had no idea what was causing the world to change color at this moment. 

Even the City Lord of Jiang City, whose cultivation level was the highest and had already reached the first 

level of the Mountain Sea Realm, was completely unaware of what was going on at this moment… He 

did not understand how Xiao Bei could still unleash such peerless divine power in such a hopeless 

situation. 

 

Only Jiang Luoyu explained with excitement and arrogance, “It’s a Martial Monarch Realm weapon! 

Because my Brother Xiao has a Martial Monarch Realm weapon! Moreover, he also used a Martial 

Monarch Realm cultivation technique!” 

“What? Martial Monarch Realm cultivation technique!” 

City Lord Jiang directly screamed. 

The others were completely dumbfounded. 

Martial Monarch Realm cultivation techniques and Martial Monarch Realm weapons were basically 

legendary existences to them. 

They were existences that they could not even look up to. 

And now, they had actually witnessed it because of Xiao Bei. 

At this moment, they felt that it was so unreal. Xiao Bei’s figure was like a god. 



Jiang Luoyu was also looking up at Xiao Bei like everyone else. However, what was different from 

everyone was that her expression was more like pride than envy. 

This was because she was Xiao Bei’s woman. What belonged to Xiao Bei was hers! 

However! 

The next moment, Xiao Bei held his spear and suddenly smashed it towards the ground. 

Boom! 

A shocking bang suddenly sounded in everyone’s ears. The ground began to crack inch by inch before 

shattering, transforming into a black void. 

Immediately after, a golden wave of light that was visible to the naked eye suddenly spread out and 

mercilessly destroyed everything in an unstoppable manner. 

Wherever the light wave passed, everything directly turned to ashes. 

Jiang Luoyu was puzzled. Why did Brother Xiao also attack her location? 

Did he not know that she was simply unable to withstand a single attack from a Martial Monarch Realm 

weapon? In her confusion, Xiao Bei’s attack directly turned her and all the martial arts cultivators on the 

river bank who were watching the battle into ashes. 

After the explosion, dust rose quickly, turning into a huge mushroom cloud that towered into the sky. 

A few hundred meters deep abyss was destroyed in the ground. The river water was also completely 

severed and could no longer flow. 

“Hah… ha…” 

Xiao Bei gasped for breath. He hugged the Martial Monarch Realm spear in his hand and completely 

collapsed. 

“Indeed, with my current cultivation, it’s still too difficult for me to use a Martial Monarch Realm attack 

technique with a Martial Monarch Realm weapon. This attack almost exhausted all the spirit energy in 

my body.” 

However, a moment later, the corner of his mouth curled up again. 

“However, in the end, I still won. Be it those idiots in Jiang City or the three of you, all the bold bastards 

who destroyed my Xiao family have all been turned to dust.” 

“Anyone who provokes me will be killed…!” 

Before he could say the words “without mercy”, a huge force suddenly sounded from behind him. 

Bang! 

A huge force smashed fiercely onto his back, breaking a few of his bones on the spot. 

Chapter 82 The Person Who Will Kill Me Has Not Been Born Yet! 



He had already exhausted all of his energy by using the Martial Monarch Realm weapon and the Martial 

Monarch Realm cultivation technique just now. At this moment, he was completely unable to resist the 

attacks of Yun Lige and the other two. 

While his body was still in the air, Yun Lige had already pierced through one of his arms. With a slight 

twist, he shattered his arm that was holding the Martial Monarch Realm weapon. 

“Ah!” 

Xiao Bei screamed and fell not far away. 

Yun Lige conveniently snatched the other party’s Martial Monarch Realm weapon. 

However, the Martial Monarch Realm weapon quickly let out a buzz and directly shattered the web 

between Yun Lige’s thumb and index finger, breaking free from his hand. 

Xiao Bei struggled to get up from the ground and sneered. 

“Do you think you’re qualified to snatch my Martial Monarch Realm weapon? It has already been 

refined by me and has fused with my spirit. Other than me, no one else can use it.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he raised his remaining arm and prepared to summon his Martial 

Monarch Realm weapon. 

At this moment, Fang Tianyuan suddenly appeared behind him. He circulated his Indestructible Golden 

Body with all his strength and smashed the golden hammer in his hand towards the other party’s arm. 

Bang! 

The huge force shattered his arm mercilessly. 

“Since you’ve already refined it, we can still use it after killing you.” 

With that said, he swept his leg again and sent Xiao Bei flying 

The pitiful Xiao Bei had his arms destroyed and the spirit energy in his body was exhausted. He was no 

match for Fang Tianyuan and the other two at all and was beaten miserably to the extreme. 

“Damn it!” 

He spat fiercely and spat out a mouthful of blood, his eyes scarlet like blood. 

At this moment, he no longer had any hope of defeating Yun Lige and the other two. 

He had already been severely injured by the Demon Sect and was unable to easily battle an expert that 

was an entire realm above him. He had already lost a portion of his strength. 

As for Yun Lige and the others, they all had Martial Monarch Realm cultivation techniques, which made 

up for the difference between them and him. 

Now, if he stayed any longer, he would only die. 

However, he could not die! After dying this time, who knew if he would still have the chance to revive? 



If he did not have a chance, then everything he had would be gone. 

 

At this moment, even if he had to risk his Dao Heart becoming unstable, he still had to escape. 

It was never too late for revenge. 

As long as there was life, there was hope. 

Xiao Bei made up his mind and directly bit the tip of his tongue, forcing out a drop of blood essence to 

exchange for some spirit energy. 

Then, he immediately used a spatial secret technique to teleport away. 

“Do you think we’ll let you escape?” 

Yun Lige and the other two were not to be trifled with either. Almost the moment he tried to teleport 

away, they all attacked. 

“Divine Wood Fire Spear!” 

Seeing the three of them charging towards him, Xiao Bei did not panic. With a soft shout, the Martial 

Monarch Realm spear instantly turned into a stream of light and arrived in front of him. 

Xiao Bei bit the Divine Wood Fire Spear and swung his neck. He applied all the spirit energy to the spear. 

The Martial Monarch Realm weapon swept out, and its pressure covered the sky as it attacked Yun Lige 

and the other two. 

Sensing the strength of the Martial Monarch Realm weapon’s attack, the three of their pupils 

constricted. They did not dare to be careless and attacked at the same time. They gathered the strength 

of the three of them to resist Xiao Bei’s attack. 

Boom! 

The four attacks collided and exploded into a dazzling light on the spot. The shock wave forced Yun Lige 

and the other two back. 

Xiao Bei took this opportunity to complete his spatial teleportation and teleport 300 miles away. 

Hah… hah… 

He panted heavily for a moment, and a happy expression appeared on his exhausted face. “Fortunately, 

I have many tricks up my sleeve. Otherwise, I would have really died at their hands this time.” 

After a pause, his eyes turned sharp again. 

“The person who will kill me has not been born 

yet!” 

“I, Xiao Bei, will definitely repay today’s humiliation a thousand times in the future.” 



“And that Yun Lige! I didn’t kill you back then, but just you wait. The next time I appear, it will be your 

death!” 

However, the moment he finished speaking, a chill suddenly ran from the bottom of his feet to the top 

of his head. 

He could clearly sense a threat filled with death behind him. 

Not daring to be careless at all, Xiao Bei immediately detonated a few drops of his blood essence, 

converted it into spirit energy, and inserted it into the Divine Wood Fire Spear. 

 

Then, he used his thoughts to communicate with the Divine Wood Fire Spear to let it attack his back to 

resist the danger from behind. 

However! 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear had just emitted a spear sound and was about to transform into a stream of 

light to attack whatever was behind Xiao Bei when a stream of light quickly shot into Xiao Bei’s ear and 

smashed fiercely onto the Divine Wood Fire Spear, suppressing him and making him cry on the spot. 

“What?!” 

Xiao Bei’s pupils constricted, and he almost collapsed. His mind was simply unable to process what was 

going on. 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear had been suppressed! 

It had been suppressed by a small seal! 

That was a Martial Monarch Realm weapon! 

A Martial Monarch Realm weapon! How could it be suppressed just like that? No, after sensing the fear 

of the Divine Wood Fire Spear, Xiao Bei suddenly jolted awake. That small mark was caused by a Martial 

Monarch Realm weapon! 

Moreover, its grade was even higher than the Divine Wood Fire Spear. 

Who was it? 

Who had such a Martial Monarch Realm weapon? 

He immediately turned around and tried his best to see who the other party was. 

Unfortunately, he did not see anyone. All he saw was a spear that contained a world-destroying might… 

At this moment, that spear condensed the might of the lightning in the surroundings and pulled over a 

myriad of clouds. In his eyes, the spear became bigger and bigger! 

Boom! 

In the end, as his mind buzzed, his consciousness completely darkened. 

“Primordial Chaos Limitless, Eight Desolates Shattering the Earth, Thunderclap Ninth Heaven…” 



After Xiao Bei was nailed to death by a spear, Lu Xiaoran followed closely behind and used several 

Martial Monarch Realm attacks in succession. 

With the strength of the Martial Monarch Realm weapon, he no longer needed to set up the Soul 

Convergence Formation to directly shatter the other party’s soul. 

The surrounding space was completely shattered by Lu Xiaoran. The other party’s soul could not even 

escape. Lu Xiaoran bombarded the spot where the other party stood for more than 500 times in a row. 

Only then did he slowly stop and heave a sigh of relief. 

“Hah! I finally killed him. Fortunately, I had the foresight. I knew that this guy definitely had some life-

saving means.” 

After panting for a few breaths, Lu Xiaoran saw a golden mist slowly rise from the place where Xiao Bei 

died. As he breathed, it entered his body. 

The next moment, Wang Cai’s voice sounded in his ear. 

Ding… congratulations, Master, on killing the first hot shot. Reward: top-grade emperor weapon-

Xuanyuan Sword xi.’ 

Ding… congratulations, Master, on killing the first hot shot. Reward: low-grade Martial Monarch Realm 

medicinal pill, Martial Monarch Realm Blood Pill X100.’ 

Ding… congratulations, Master, on killing the first hot shot. Reward: top-grade Martial Monarch Realm 

formation-Spacetime Deceleration Formation.’ 

Ding… congratulations, Master, on killing the first hot shot. Reward: cultivation increased by a realm 

level.’ 

Ding… 

Chapter 83 New Plan 

The series of notifications made Lu Xiaoran feel dizzy. 

However, he was still in a good mood. 

He had indeed received a lot of good stuff. Basically, it was all Martial Monarch Realm stuff. Moreover, it 

had even increased his cultivation by one level, increasing his cultivation from the third level of the King 

Realm to the fourth level. 

This harvest was already rather impressive. 

After all, the other party was only a hot shot who was a Martial Monarch Realm expert in his past life. 

His cultivation level was only at the perfected tenth level of the Mountain Sea Realm. He could not rely 

on the other party to reach the Martial Monarch Realm in a single step. 

Ding… Master, Wang Cai has absorbed the hot shot’s luck and is about to be upgraded. The upgrade 

period is three days. During this period, the system will be idle and will not be able to communicate with 

Master.’ 



Lu Xiaoran was silent for a moment before shouting 

“Wang Cai, something’s wrong with you. I feel like you’re using me to collect the luck of the hot shots, 

right?” 

“But Wang Cai belongs to Master. By absorbing the hot shot’s luck, Wang Cai can evolve and serve 

Master better in the future. However, no matter how much Wang Cai increases, he will always be bound 

to Master and serve Master. Just like how Master’s disciples will always provide benefits for Master.” 

“I feel better now that you mention it.” 

Wang Cai originally belonged to him, so it was reasonable for him to absorb luck for him. 

After all, you also had to feed the dog you raised, right? 

“Then, Master, I’ll go and advance first.” “Go, go.” 

After Lu Xiaoran finished speaking, Wang Cai quickly fell silent. After a short while, he suddenly spoke. 

“Wang Cai.” 

“Coming, coming, Master, I’m here. What’s the matter?” 

“It’s fine. I just wanted to see if you’re really unable to be summoned when you were in the middle of 

your upgrade. Go on.” 

Wang Cai :”…” 

At this moment, as three auras above the Soul Refinement Realm flew over quickly, Lu Xiaoran also 

composed himself. 

They were Yun Lige and the other two. 

The three of them arrived beside Lu Xiaoran and revealed ashamed expressions. 

 

“Master, we were useless and couldn’t stop Xiao Bei. He escaped. In the end, we still needed you to help 

us get rid of Xiao Bei.” 

Lu Xiaoran placed his hands behind his back and said indifferently, “It’s not your fault. With your 

strength, it’s already not bad for you to be able to cripple him and force him to this state. If it were 

someone else, their cultivation might even be higher than yours, and they might not be able to deal with 

him.” 

The three of them nodded. This time, their confrontation with Xiao Bei had also made them truly feel 

the terror of a hot shot. 

Previously, when they destroyed the entire White Bone Demon Sect, they did not feel as tired as today. 

Xiao Bei was like a cockroach that could not be killed. He always had such tricks up his sleeve. 

Indeed, their master was right. All the hot shots were hackers and were not people that ordinary people 

could deal with. 



A moment later, Yun Lige rubbed his hands and chuckled. 

“Master, that Xiao Bei has already been killed. His Martial Monarch Realm weapon, the Divine Wood 

Fire Spear, no longer has an owner. Why don’t… you give it to me? After all, my Primordial Chaos 

Emperor Scripture is closer to spear refinement.” 

Fang Tianyuan was instantly anxious. 

“Wait, Eldest Senior Brother, you’re wrong. Yes, your Primordial Chaos Emperor Scripture is indeed 

suitable for spear training. However, my Indestructible Golden Body is also very suitable for spear 

training! Moreover, I was only helping you. You should be a little nicer to me and give it to me!” 

Yun Lige glared at him. 

“You call that a little? How can you be so shameless?” 

Ji Wuxia could not help but shake her head as she watched the two of them compete for the Divine 

Wood Fire Spear. 

“Master is still here. Why are the two of you fighting?” 

The two of them looked at Lu Xiaoran and saw his dark expression. 

“Master, don’t blame us. We lost our composure.” 

“Hmph!” 

Lu Xiaoran snorted angrily and put the Divine Wood Fire Spear into his Mountain and River State 

Painting 

“Why would the two of you need a Martial Monarch Realm weapon? How much cultivation do the two 

of you have? One of you is at the first level of the Soul Refinement Realm and the other is at the fifth 

level of the Soul Refinement Realm. With just this cultivation, you still have the cheek to ask for a 

Martial Monarch Realm weapon! Even if I give you a Martial Monarch Realm weapon, will you be able to 

keep it? With that bit of luck you have, you probably won’t even be able to keep it for two days. Do you 

really think you’re all hot shots?” 

The two of them looked at each other. 

Indeed, things like Martial Monarch Realm weapons were too desirable. 

Previously, even if Xiao Bei had a Martial Monarch Realm weapon, he did not dare to take it out directly 

for fear of being seen. After that, he chose to kill everyone in Jiang City before taking out the Divine 

Wood Fire Spear. 

It would have been fine if he had not taken it out. However, if he were to take it out, he would have to 

kill every single person he had ever seen. 

 

Only a Martial Monarch Realm expert would not be afraid of the jealousy of others. 

“Master, what should we do next?” 



Ji Wuxia asked again. Lu Xiaoran rubbed his temples and pondered for a moment before saying, “The 

Demon Venerable suppressed by the Black Tortoise True Sect has already escaped. I think it won’t be 

long before the world falls into chaos. It’s also not very safe for us to stay in the Heaven Demon Sect. It’s 

time to find a new place to hide.” 

“However, for the time being, the Demon Sect won’t come out to cause trouble. Moreover, after killing 

Xiao Bei, I’ve obtained some new insights. Therefore, we’ll return to the Heaven Demon Sect for the 

time being and enter seclusion to cultivate.” 

Lu Xiaoran was prepared to return after obtaining all those gifts. He wanted to master all of them. 

Only after that would he think about the Demon Sect. 

Moreover, he had to consider the hot shot who bullied his second brother. It was time to put him on the 

kill-list and prepare to kill him. 

“Yes.” 

The three of them replied and followed Lu Xiaoran back to the Heaven Demon Sect. 

Because the sect master and the others had probably returned to the sect for a few days, Lu Xiaoran did 

not return secretly this time. Instead, he returned openly. 

Soon, the sect master and the others received the news of Lu Xiaoran’s return and rushed over to greet 

him. 

“Xiaoran, you’re back.” 

“Xiaoran, you’ve worked hard.” 

Seeing the entire sect’s sect master and elders being polite in front of him, Lu Xiaoran could not help but 

feel emotional. 

Not long ago, when he had just entered the Heaven Demon Sect, these people were all high and mighty 

figures that he could only look up 

to. 

It was even to the extent that he had to maintain a good relationship with others in the sect for a period 

of time. 

Now, these unreachable figures had specially come to care for him. 

It was true that they did not know his cultivation level and only thought that he was related to Qin Zimo. 

However, if they knew his true strength, wouldn’t they still be the same? 

This huge change in status made Lu Xiaoran somewhat uncomfortable for a moment. 

However, he also understood that as he became stronger and stronger, sooner or later, everyone would 

have to be polite to him. 

He had to endure the loneliness of someone who had become an expert and stood at the peak. 



Chapter 84 Many Lovers Get Separated Because of the Lack of Approval 

“By the way, Xiaoran, how’s the matter between you and Holy Maiden Qin?” 

The sect master was the most blunt and asked this question first. 

When the other sect elders heard the sect master ask this question, they immediately could not help but 

lean their ears to listen to Lu Xiaoran’s answer. 

Fortunately, Lu Xiaoran had already thought of an excuse. 

He looked up at a 45-degree angle and sighed with a faint sad expression. 

“Sigh!” 

Everyone’s heart skipped a beat. 

“Xiaoran, could there be a problem between you and Holy Maiden Qin?” 

“It’s a long story.” 

Lu Xiaoran swept his gaze over everyone, his eyes filled with melancholy. “You guys don’t know, Qin…” 

Lu Xiaoran fell silent, but his mind quickly pondered. What was that woman’s name again? 

Damn it, he had spent all his energy hunting Xiao Bei for the past month. In the end, he had even 

forgotten the name of that chick from the Black Tortoise True Sect. 

The elders all stared fixedly at him. “What happened between you and Holy Maiden 

Qin?” 

Lu Xiaoran’s face could not help but twitch fiercely. 

“She and I are both in love and in love. We hate that we can’t be together forever.” 

“Alright!” 

Elder Tie clenched his fists and shouted excitedly, “Nice.” The First Elder swept his gaze over him angrily. 

“Are you crazy?” 

Elder Tie was somewhat embarrassed. 

 

“I’m happy for Xiaoran. Xiaoran, continue.” 

Xiaoran nodded. 

“Originally, the two of us had already discussed and decided to become dual cultivation partners to help 

develop our Heaven Demon Sect together. Unfortunately, sigh, her master, the Sect Master of the Black 

Tortoise Sect, feels that my cultivation level is too low… I’m also from the Heaven Demon Sect, so he 

doesn’t think I am worthy of her.” 



Hearing this, the passion in everyone’s hearts was immediately doused with cold water. 

An elder could not help but punch the ground. 

“What’s so great about them? He’s just a snob. So what if you’re from the Heaven Demon Sect? So what 

if your cultivation level is low? Are you not qualified to get a wife if your cultivation is low?” 

The other elder immediately echoed, “That’s right. Our Elder Xiaoran is handsome, charming, and 

elegant. You’re simply drop-dead gorgeous…” 

Elder Tie patted his shoulder. 

“Hey, hey, stop. You’re using the wrong words. That last line is used to describe women.” 

The elder scratched his head. 

“In any case, our Elder Xiaoran is indeed handsome. Why would he look down on our Elder Xiaoran? 

He’s really blind.” 

The First Elder sighed leisurely. 

“This is also something that can’t be helped. After all, the Black Tortoise True Sect has a huge family and 

business. In terms of status, our Heaven Demon Sect has only reached a tenth of their success. It’s very 

normal for them to look down on us. After all, there are many lovers that get separated because of the 

lack of approval,” 

When everyone heard this, it was as if something had struck their hearts. They could not help but feel 

their hearts ache. 

“First Elder, you look like you’re very emotional right now… Could it be that you…?” 

The First Elder looked up at a 45-degree angle, his eyes flashing with pain and nostalgia. 

“It was in the autumn more than 300 years ago. I was farming at the entrance of our village and she 

brought food to her father. She was the prettiest girl and I was the most handsome boy in the village. 

With a single glance, we both knew that we were fated to be together. Unfortunately, our family was 

poor. In the end, her father still married her to the son of the village chief. Therefore, in my sadness, I 

came to the Heaven Demon Sect and focused on cultivating the Martial Dao. Although my cultivation 

has already reached the phenomenal success level, she has become my lifelong regret.” 

When everyone heard this, they were all sad. There were even elders whose eyes were red. 

After being sad for a moment, the sect master seemed to have thought of something and hurriedly 

asked, 

“By the way, Xiaoran, is there really no way to salvage this matter?” 

Lu Xiaoran shook his head. 

“Of course not. Her master only despises my low cultivation and background. As long as I cultivate 

successfully, he will definitely change his mind.” 

 



Everyone nodded and clenched their fists to cheer for Lu Xiaoran. 

“That’s right. Xiaoran, you have to work hard and work hard to achieve success with your cultivation as 

soon as possible to win the rich and beautiful and reach the peak of your life.” 

“Xiaoran, the rise of our Heaven Demon Sect depends on you.” 

The First Elder changed the topic. 

“It’ll probably be difficult to succeed in a short period of time. Why don’t we increase Xiaoran’s status 

first? Sect Master, what do you think?” 

Sect Master Chen nodded. Then, he looked at Lu Xiaoran with a loving gaze and said, “Xiaoran, after a 

unanimous discussion with the Elder Group, we have decided that I will step down from the sect 

master’s throne and let you take over the sect master’s position.” 

Lu Xiaoran: “???” 

What a joke! He still had to go out and find a disciple. How could he become the sect master? 

It was definitely impossible. 

After becoming the sect master, he would have to worry about the entire Heaven Demon Sect. Let alone 

having to care for all kinds of trivial matters, how was he supposed to live ignobly and develop steadily? 

He would rather hide in his Zhishui Peak and not come out of seclusion for a hundred years and cultivate 

with his disciples. 

Of course, most importantly, he did not want to be the sect master. He wanted to focus on cultivating 

and become a top-notch expert. 

Other than cultivating, he did not want anything else. 

Women and power were all insignificant. Only cultivation was realistic. 

Therefore, he waved his hand repeatedly and said, “No, no, I can’t. I’m not qualified to be the sect 

master at all. I just want to cultivate wholeheartedly. Moreover, I want to go out and see the world to 

try my luck and see if I can obtain any opportunities.” 

Hiss! 

The Sect Master gasped and said with touched eyes, “Look, look. All of you take a good look. This is our 

Elder Xiaoran. He’s so simple and down-to-earth. I wanted to give the sect master position to him, but 

he refused. Even when faced with such a huge benefit, he wasn’t bewitched. With such a firm heart, 

why would he worry about not being able to cultivate?” 

“Alright… From today onwards, our Heaven Demon Sect will agree to whatever cultivation resources you 

want. As long as it’s something you want, we’ll give you whatever you want. If we don’t have it, we’ll try 

our damn best to get it for you! In short, we’ll do everything we can to help you increase your 

cultivation.” 



“When your cultivation level increases to a certain level, I’ll give you the sect master position at any 

time. This way, your cultivation definitely won’t be hindered.” 

The elders nodded in agreement. 

“Sect Master is right.” “Sect Master is indeed worthy of being the sect master. You’re completely right. I 

think so too.” 

Lu Xiaoran was dumbfounded. 

This misunderstanding was a little deep… He said what he said purely because he only wanted to 

cultivate and was not interested in the position of sect master at all. If this sect master’s position could 

allow him to instantly become a Martial Monarch Realm expert, he would definitely take it without 

hesitation. 
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However, Lu Xiaoran would not voice his thoughts. 

“Cough cough, in that case, thank you for your kindness, Sect Master.” 

“Xiaoran, you’re too polite. How about this? In the future, I’ll get the sect to give you 200,000 high-grade 

spirit stones every month to help you cultivate. You just have to cultivate well. I’ll get someone to 

deliver it to you. You don’t have to waste time going to the treasure vault.” 

As for why going out to train, I personally do not approve of it. This is because the Black Tortoise True 

Sect had just sent news that the Black Tortoise True Sect’s First Elder had rebelled and the Demon 

Venerable had escaped from the Demon Suppression Tower.” 

Of course, if you really want to go out and train, I won’t stop you. However, you have to be careful. After 

all, only by experiencing more can you walk further on the path of martial 

arts. “ 

The sect master’s words warmed Lu Xiaoran’s heart a lot. 

It was true that the sect master and the others had seen the potential in him and his future. 

However, the other party had indeed done a lot for him. 

“Thank you for your nurturing, Sect Master and the elders. Xiaoran is extremely grateful.” 

Everyone nodded. 

“In that case, if there’s nothing else, we’ll go back first and not disturb your cultivation.” 

“Alright, take care.” 

After sending the sect master and the elders away, Lu Xiaoran finally began to busy himself with serious 

matters. 

Firstly, it was the Divine Wood Fire Spear in the Mountain and River State Painting. 



Ever since that thing was put into the Mountain and River State Painting by Lu Xiaoran, it had never 

stopped. It had always been causing a ruckus inside the Mountain and River State Painting. 

Of course, it was only a low-grade Martial Monarch Realm weapon and was still unable to escape from 

the Mountain and River State Painting 

However, the items in the Mountain and River State Painting were unable to handle it. 

For example, the medicinal pills, materials, Saint Realm weapons, and Heaven Realm weapons Lu 

Xiaoran had put in. 

Therefore, Lu Xiaoran directly summoned the Divine Wood Fire Spear from the Mountain and River 

State Painting. 

 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear that had just come out let out a sharp whistle, as if it was protesting against 

Lu Xiaoran for locking it in the Mountain and River State Painting. 

Lu Xiaoran did not waste his breath on it and directly summoned the Primordial Chaos Battle God Spear, 

the Phoenix Perching Parasol Mark, the Void Shattering Hammer, and the Xuanyuan Sword… 

These were all top-grade Martial Monarch Realm weapons. Each of them had an aura that was much 

stronger than the Divine Wood Fire Spear. 

Not only that, but because they were given to him by Wang Cai, they also obeyed Lu Xiaoran’s orders 

100%. 

When the few Martial Monarch Realm weapons appeared, their auras directly pressed down on the 

Divine Wood Fire Spear. It trembled and constantly emitted trembling sounds. 

However, this wasn’t enough! 

Lu Xiaoran’s main goal had always been to never be a paper tiger. 

If he wanted to make it afraid, he would have to teach it a lesson that it will remember for life! 

Therefore, without even moving his mouth, he directly commanded his mind and the few top-grade 

Martial Monarch Realm weapons grabbed the Divine Wood Fire Spear and gave it a beating 

After beating it for an hour, the trembling of the Divine Wood Fire Spear had turned into a weak groan. 

The aura on it was about to disperse. Only then did Lu Xiaoran finally stop his Martial Monarch Realm 

weapons. 

He did not feel heartache for the Divine Wood Fire Spear. After all, Martial Monarch Realm weapons 

had the ability to repair themselves. After a while, it would be lively again. 

“Are you still going to make a scene in the future?” 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear kept shaking its spearhead. 

At this moment, its wildness, temper, and arrogance as a Martial Monarch Realm weapon had all been 

stripped away by Lu Xiaoran. 



It was too terrifying. This guy seemed to have a large number of Martial Monarch Realm weapons on 

him. Moreover, each of them had an aura that was even stronger than the last. 

This guy was simply a monster among monsters. 

As a Martial Monarch Realm weapon, the Divine Wood Fire Spear’s consciousness was comparable to a 

ten-year-old child. It knew in its heart that it could not afford to provoke Lu Xiaoran. In the future, it 

would be better for it to be obedient. 

Seeing it shake its head, Lu Xiaoran nodded in satisfaction. 

“At least you’re tactful. Otherwise, I wouldn’t mind shattering you and using your materials to refine a 

new Martial Monarch Realm weapon. Don’t doubt my skills. My array formation techniques, pill 

refinement techniques, and weapon refinement techniques are all top-notch. It won’t be a problem for 

me to refine a Martial Monarch Realm weapon with enough materials.” 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear trembled in fear as its body bent. It kept bowing to Lu Xiaoran. 

Lu Xiaoran finally let it off. 

“Alright, if there’s nothing else, get lost and return to the Mountain and River State Painting.” 

 

The Divine Wood Fire Spear let out a spear cry before transforming into a stream of light that quickly 

shot into the Mountain and River State Painting. 

Previously, it felt that it was humiliating to be here. However, now, it felt that this place was really nice! 

After dealing with the Divine Wood Fire Spear, Lu Xiaoran placed his thoughts on the few array 

formations he had obtained and began to study them. 

Spacetime Decelaration Formation. 

This was an array formation that Lu Xiaoran had obtained when he was killing Xiao Bei. 

As the name suggested, this array formation could reduce speed. 

This was a rather useful array formation. Just imagine, in the martial world, the higher one’s cultivation, 

the faster one’s speed, and the more ruthless one’s combat was. 

The hot shots also had many movement techniques. This was pretty much a given. Which one of them 

did not have the ability to escape? 

However, if he had this array, he would definitely be able to resolve all the adverse effects and greatly 

reduce their speed when dealing with special existences such as the hot shots. 

It would make the killing process even more efficient. 

It was rather perfect. 

Lu Xiaoran only took a day to comprehend the array formation. After that, he organized and cultivated 

other cultivation techniques and treasures. 



Medicinal pills, Heaven Realm weapons, and materials were all piled into a small mountain in the 

Mountain and River State Painting. 

Although Lu Xiaoran was only one person, his current collection was probably comparable to the Great 

Zhou Imperial Family. 

Lastly, he consolidated his cultivation technique, sat cross-legged, and meditated to cultivate in peace. 

This continued until the third day. Lu Xiaoran felt that the side of his body was somewhat itchy, as if 

something was rubbing against him. He could not help but open his eyes in confusion. 

However, when he saw what it was, he was instantly surprised. 

“Is this… a dog?” 

Lu Xiaoran looked at the palm-sized cute dog on his bed in confusion. 

The dog was covered in snow-white hair that was free of impurities. It was fluffy and soft. 

The four little paws were short and tender, and the small tail was like a furry little flag. It kept shaking as 

if it was expressing its goodwill. 

Whose dog was this? Why was it placed on his bed? Moreover, there was clearly an array formation at 

his door. It was impossible for anyone to have the strength to place a dog on his bed. 

As if sensing the confusion in Lu Xiaoran’s eyes, the cute little dog tugged at his clothes and said in an 

extremely familiar and beautiful girl’s voice, 

“Master, Master, it’s me, Wang Cai.” 
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“???? :Lu Xiaoran 

Was Wang Cai really a dog? 

However… something seemed to be wrong. 

Before this, Wang Cai had not revealed his true form and had always stayed in his body. He only had a 

pure consciousness. 

Now, he had actually solidified. Could it be because he had absorbed the hot shot’s luck? This 

absorption had made Wang Cai stronger, to the point that it could solidify. 

However, why did it manifest into a dog? 

Why did it have to be a dog? Why wasn’t it a chicken, a duck, or a fish? 

At this moment, Lu Xiaoran was filled with curiosity about Wang Cai’s identity. 

He did not believe that Wang Cai had only become a dog to please him. If that was the case, wouldn’t he 

be too humble? 

Moreover, Wang Cai’s methods were not ordinary. 



First of all, he could directly hand out Martial Monarch Realm weapons, Martial Monarch Realm 

cultivation techniques, Martial Monarch Realm array formation, and medicinal pills… These things were 

all better than what that hot shot Xiao Bei had obtained. 

This meant that even Xiao Bei’s luck could not compare to Wang Cai. 

Secondly, he had taken the initiative to let Lu Xiaoran kill Xiao Bei and then plunder the other party’s 

luck to complete his upgrade. 

The other hot shots, or perhaps their luck, should not have the ability or the intention to do something 

like this, right? 

Lu Xiaoran narrowed his eyes and stared at Wang Cai. 

“Wang Cai, where are you from? What’s your identity? Who created you?” 

Wang Cai tilted his head and looked at Lu Xiaoran in confusion. 

“I don’t know. Ever since I was conscious, I’ve been wandering in the River of Spacetime until I found my 

master.” 

“Then why me and not others? With your methods, you would have done great things no matter who 

you choose as your master, right?” 

 

Wang Cai shook his head. 

“No, Wang Cai can’t fuse with other people. Wang Cai can only fuse with Master. If other living beings 

forcefully fuse with Wang Cai, they will directly explode and die, not even leaving their souls behind.” 

This made Lu Xiaoran frown even more. “Then, why me? What factor did you use to determine that it 

was me?” Wang Cai shook his head in confusion again. 

“I’m not too sure about the specifics, but I know that when I met Master, I was directly absorbed into 

your body by an attraction in your body before fusing together with you. However, after obtaining some 

luck this time, I seem to have a feeling that I’ve seen Master a long, long time ago.” 

Lu Xiaoran rubbed his temples. 

It seemed that this Wang Cai knew nothing. It was useless to ask. 

However, he seemed to be able to vaguely infer something from his words. 

First of all, he might have other factors inside him that attracted Wang Cai. 

Lu Xiaoran had suspected this a long time ago. 

He learned everything very quickly, which was very unreasonable. This was because he was a 

transmigrator and not a native inhabitant of this world. His understanding of martial arts should be 

lower than the cultivators in this world, but he was very abnormal. He understood cultivation 

techniques, array formations, and other cultivation paths more easily than others. 

If he had more passerbys humiliating him, Lu Xiaoran would even suspect that he was the protagonist! 



It was very likely that this was the reason why he had fused with Wang Cai. 

Secondly, after absorbing the hot shot’s luck, not only could Wang Cai materialize, but he also seemed 

to be able to obtain some of his previous memories. 

It seemed that Lu Xiaoran was destined to kill a few more hot shots to help Wang Cai advance and 

recover more memories before he could discover Wang Cai’s secret. 

Sigh, at this rate, he would be going further and further down the path of a villain. 

“Wang Cai, you can even solidify now. Has there been any substantial improvement?” 

“Yes, yes. Master and I share the same cultivation. I can use Master’s cultivation technique, array 

formation, and other abilities. The strength I can unleash is the same as Master. In the future, I can help 

Master fight.” 

“That’s good. It feels like I’m raising a spirit pet. However, you are clearly much more reliable.” 

Lu Xiaoran nodded. Since Wang Cai could fight with him and had combat strength of the same level, it 

was equivalent to having the strength of two fourth level King Realm experts. Usually, Wang Cai would 

not attack. At the critical moment, he could serve as a backup to escape or deal a fatal blow to the 

enemy. 

Wang Cai continued, “I can also expand my search range to search for geniuses further away.” 

Lu Xiaoran’s eyes lit up. Finding another genius was naturally the best. 

“Did you find one?” “I found one. His talent is much stronger than Fang Tianyuan’s.” 

 

“Where is he?” 

“He’s currently in the Great Zhou Imperial 

City.” 

“The Great Zhou Imperial City is a little far. Can you use Soul Guidance to get him to take the initiative to 

look for me?” 

“I’m sorry, Master. That’s not possible. This is because not only has his cultivation been crippled, but 

even his body has been crippled. He’s unable to come and find Master at all. Even if he came, he would 

probably be dead before he even arrived.” 

Lu Xiaoran :”…” 

“Is this disciple that tragic? Yun Lige’s cultivation was only crippled back then, but this one even crippled 

his body.” 

“It’s indeed a little tragic, but his talent is much better than all the current disciples.” 

“Damn.” 

When Lu Xiaoran heard this, he knew that his trip to the Great Zhou Imperial City was unavoidable. 



Forget it. In any case, he was prepared to leave the Heaven Demon Sect and find an even stronger place. 

In addition, he had to get in touch with the hot shot who bullied Ji Wuxia in advance and understand the 

information. 

Only by knowing one’s enemy and oneself could one be invincible. 

Three things could be done in a single trip to the Imperial City. It was very efficient. 

At the same time, a black mass of demon aura quietly gathered outside the Heaven Demon Sect. It was 

as if a cold wind had swept past. It was terrifying. 

Soon, the black demon aura dissipated, revealing a thousand figures dressed in black with skeletons 

embroidered on them. 

The auras of the few people in the lead were extremely powerful. Each of them was actually not inferior 

to a fifth-level Shattering Void Realm expert. 

Everyone arrived at the foot of the mountain, their scarlet eyes staring fixedly at the entire Heaven 

Demon Sect’s mountain. 

“The birth of a Demon Venerable requires the blood essence of a cultivator to repair its injuries and 

increase its strength. Tonight, Elder Ye Sha will lead the team. We have already split into seven teams to 

deal with seven sects… one of which is the Heaven Demon Sect. What we want is to obtain their blood 

essence to repair the Demon Venerable’s injuries and let him recover his peak strength to lead our holy 

Demon Sect back to the peak. “All of you, listen up. Do not let a single person from the Heaven Demon 

Sect off. Kill them all!” 

“Yes!” 

After the order was given, the people from the holy Demon Sect immediately raised their energy in their 

dantians and directly barged into the sect-protecting formation at the foot of the Heaven Demon Sect. 
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After five minutes… 

“Wuwuwu… Mom, I’ve let you down! I’m shameless! I can’t cultivate and can only join the Demon Sect. 

However, I haven’t killed a single person yet.” 

“I’ve become a Demon Venerable. Hahahaha… Tonight, I’ll get the sect master of the Ten Thousand 

Poisons Sect to warm my bed. The number one beauty of the holy Demon Sect will be mine.” 

“Kill! Those who obey me will prosper, and those who resist will die! I’m the number one expert in the 

world!” 

Seeing this scene, cold sweat broke out on the foreheads of the five Demon Sect Shattering Void Realm 

experts. A chill suddenly rose from the bottom of their feet and reached their heads. 

They had never expected that so many Demon Sect elites would be defeated in the simplest illusion 

formation of the small Heaven Demon Sect. 



Now, all the Demon Sect elites had been trapped in the illusion formation and did not know what they 

were doing at all. 

Gulp. 

An elder could not help but carefully say, “What should we do in this situation?” 

The others gritted their teeth and said, “What’s there to be afraid of? We have the top-grade Heaven 

Realm Demon Fiend Bead Elder Ye Sha bestowed to us. It specializes in breaking all illusion formations.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, that elder immediately threw a pitch-black bead into the array 

formation. 

The bead shot out a black light. In the next moment, the Demon Sect elites gradually regained their 

senses. 

The Demon Sect’s elites were indeed worthy of being the Demon Sect’s elites. They gathered again in 

the shortest time and attacked the Heaven Demon Sect’s entrance again. 

At this moment, people from the holy Demon Sect had also been discovered in the Heaven Demon Sect. 

The disciples began to panic, and the expressions of the sect master and the elders were especially 

solemn. “Sect Master, they’re from the Demon Sect.” 

Sect Master Chen’s eyes flickered incessantly. 

“Have the people from the Demon Sect finally made a move? After what happened to the Black Tortoise 

True Sect. I could already guess that the Demon Sect will start making a comeback sooner or later. I 

didn’t expect this day to come so quickly.” Elder Tie said with a solemn expression, “Why don’t we get 

help now?” 

“It’s useless. Since the Demon Sect dares to attack, it must have already come up with a plan in advance. 

Perhaps, at this moment, the surrounding sects are also being attacked, just like us.” 

“Then what should we do? Are we supposed to sit idly by?” 

Sect Master Chen took a deep breath and said with a solemn expression, “Of course we can’t sit idly by. 

However, the sect-protecting formation Xiaoran built should still be able to last for a while. During this 

period of time, use the young elders to immediately lead the disciples of the sect away from the back of 

the mountain. Elder Group, follow me to accept the challenge.” 

 

As soon as he finished speaking, a soft laugh sounded from behind Sect Master Chen. 

“The sect is in trouble and the disciples are responsible. How can we let the sect master guard us while 

we escape?” 

“Isn’t it just the Demon Sect? It’s not like we haven’t killed them before.” 

“Sect Master, at most, we’ll die. Remember to leave three feet of yellow soil for your disciple.” 



One after another, the Heaven Demon Sect disciples stepped forward bravely and stood behind Sect 

Master Chen, making Sect Master Chen’s eyes turn red uncontrollably. 

“Good disciples, you’re all good disciples.” 

Then, he gradually put away his sadness and said with a serious expression, “Alright! In that case, follow 

me to fight the Demon Sect.” 

Five minutes later. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Accompanied by a violent explosion, the elite of the Demon Sect was beaten to the point of fleeing in a 

sorry state. 

“Bastard! Bastard!” 

The few Demon Sect Shattering Void Realm elders were furious and almost collapsed from anger. 

This was just a small Heaven Demon Sect. They were really ruthless with their array formations. 

Previously, that illusion formation had already broadened everyone’s horizons. In the end, they did not 

expect to encounter a second array formation in the blink of an eye. It was even more troublesome than 

the previous illusion formation. 

This was a true attack formation, and it could 

kill. 

“All of you, disperse. Watch as I use the Formation-Breaking Spike that Elder Night Demon gifted me!” 

“Great, there’s actually a Formation-Breaking Spike. The Formation-Breaking Spike is made from a 

special material. Its might is not inferior to a low-grade Saint Realm expert and is even the nemesis of 

array formations! Although it can only be used once, it’s still enough.” 

The people from the Demon Sect were immediately excited. 

That elder took action and instilled spirit energy into the Formation-Breaking Spike. The spirit energy 

activated the Dao patterns on it. In an instant, the Formation-Breaking Spike transformed into a stream 

of light that shot out and bombarded the Heaven Demon Sect’s second layer of the sect-protecting 

formation. 

With a violent explosion, the second array formation was finally destroyed by the Demon Sect Elder. 

 

At this point, the Demon Sect had already broken through Lu Xiaoran’s two array formations in 

succession. 

It was also because of this that he had to use up two treasures. He had definitely suffered a huge loss. 

At this moment, the people from the Demon Sect had already accumulated a rather powerful anger. 



“Damn the Heaven Demon Sect. You actually dare to make us lose face. However, this time, no one can 

save you. My Saint Sect will destroy your Heaven Demon Sect today! Kill!” With a command, the elite of 

the Demon Sect adjusted their formation again and roared as they rushed into the Heaven Demon Sect’s 

entrance. 

Five minutes later, thousands of Demon Sect elites were all roaring and roaring on the third line of 

defense. 

They were fixed in the third layer’s array formation. 

“Damn the Heaven Demon Sect! I have to kill all the cultivators of the Heaven Demon Sect!” 

“Stop shouting. Did you fart? Why did you eat so much garlic? It smells like garlic!” 

“Elder, save us quickly!” 

The demon sect elders were already about to doubt their lives. 

What was going on? 

Were they dreaming? This was only a small Heaven Demon Sect! 

How could this small Heaven Demon Sect have so many powerful array formations? 

Any one of these array formations could protect an entire mountain gate. Yet, at this moment, these 

array formations were placed together and displayed effects that were simply unimaginable. 

At this moment, some demon sect elders already had the intention to retreat. 

“Perhaps it’s time for us to leave.” 

However! 

The expert who had used the Formation-Breaking Spike said with a cold expression, 

“Let’s see who dares to leave? The Demon Venerable is still waiting for us to massacre the Heaven 

Demon Sect so that we can use the blood essence of the Heaven Demon Sect cultivators to help him 

reconstruct his demon body! As disciples of the Demon Sect, how can you easily give up?” “But… but we 

can’t even break through this array formation! How can we kill everyone from the Heaven Demon 

Sect?” The elder glanced at him in extreme disdain. 

“What’s so difficult about that? It’s just a small array formation.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he took out a bronze mirror and used an array formation to enhance 

the bronze mirror before throwing it into the third layer of the array formation Lu Xiaoran had set up. 

In an instant, light shot in all directions, and an invisible fluctuation instantly shot out, sweeping out a 

huge rift on the ground. Because of this, Lu Xiaoran’s array was unable to continue enduring and finally 

shattered. 
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“How powerful!” 



The pupils of the demon sect cultivators constricted. They could clearly sense how powerful the aura 

emitted from that mirror was! 

It was at least a low-grade Saint Realm weapon! “Elder Situ, what is that weapon?” 

Elder Situ sneered. 

“That’s the Demonic Light Mirror Lord Demon Venerable gave me personally. With it, any array 

formation below the Saint Realm will collapse by itself.” 

“Hiss ~! Elder Situ is actually able to obtain Lord Demon Venerable’s recognition!” 

“Looks like Lord Situ’s future in our holy sect will be limitless.” 

Only then did everyone understand why Elder Situ desperately wanted to destroy the Heaven Demon 

Sect and gather martial artist blood essence for the Demon Venerable. It was because of their 

relationship. 

Elder Situ smiled and waved his hand. 

“I was also lucky to obtain Lord Demon Venerable’s favor. Alright, cut the crap. Hurry up and kill the 

Heaven Demon Sect cultivators to help Lord Demon Venerable gather blood.” 

“Yes!” 

With a command, the elite of the Demon Sect pounced towards the Heaven Demon Sect like a pack of 

wolves hunting. 

On the mountainside, the people from the Heaven Demon Sect sensed a dense killing intent coming 

from the foot of the mountain. They immediately felt the pressure increase. 

Although they were already prepared in their hearts, when the battle really began and the Demon Sect 

experts approached, they could sense that the pressure far exceeded their imagination. 

“Kill!” 

Hearing the approaching killing cries, the sect master clenched the long sword in his hand tightly and 

gritted his teeth. 

“Disciples of the Heaven Demon Sect, listen up. Tonight, we are fighting to protect the sect. Today’s 

participants are the honor of our Heaven Demon Sect! For the Heaven Demon Sect, kill!” 

The sect master heaved a sigh of relief. The Heaven Demon Sect disciples also rushed towards the 

Demon Sect’s elites like ferocious tigers. Ten thousand meters, a thousand meters, a hundred meters, 

ten meters… 

The two sides were getting closer and closer. The dense aura of death finally exploded as the two sides 

collided. 

Boom! 

This was a life and death battle. No one held back. The moment the two sides came into contact, they 

directly attacked. 



 

The lights and astral winds formed by various cultivation techniques collided and exploded. The battle 

directly entered its climax. 

The people from the Heaven Demon Sect relied on their advantage in numbers and strength to instantly 

suppress the attack of the Demon Sect and block the other party’s advance. 

However! 

This only lasted for less than two seconds. 

Two seconds later, the situation suddenly changed. 

The Demon Sect’s elites advanced step by step and regained the dominance of the battle. They killed 

the Heaven Demon Sect’s elders and disciples crazily. 

The cultivation of the Demon Sect emphasized on the word ‘fast’. In the battles of the Demon Sect, it 

also emphasized on the word ‘ruthless’. 

People from the righteous path might only be able to break through to the Body Refining Realm after 

cultivating for ten years. However, those from the Demon Sect might have already reached the Master 

Realm after cultivating for ten years. This was the difference between the two sides. 

Moreover, the Demon Sect was not afraid of pain in battles. Their cultivation techniques even absorbed 

various negative substances such as blood, resentment, foul aura, evil aura, and so on. Therefore, when 

they fought, not only would their strength not decline, but it would also continue to increase. 

“Kill them! Don’t let a Demon Sect beast off!” 

After Sect Master Chen killed a master-level demon cultivator with a single sword, he immediately 

roared loudly to boost their morale. 

However, just as he finished shouting, the few Demon Sect elders gathered in the darkness. 

“What an arrogant tone. A mere second level Shattering Void Realm trash really thinks highly of 

himself.” 

“Perfect, my hands are itchy. Let me play with 

you.” 

At the same time, a few figures appeared sneakily at the foot of Zhishui Peak. 

In the darkness, a figure could not help but whisper, 

“Master, if the Demon Sect is being attacked by the Demon Sect today and is in danger, why don’t we go 

to the frontline to support them? Why did we come to Uncle-Master Lu’s Zhishui Peak?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he received a huge eye roll. 



“Support? Are you worthy? Why don’t you take a look at your own cultivation? You’re at the third level 

of the Postnatal Realm. You’re not even at the Connate Realm, and the Connate Realm experts are the 

weakest among those participating in the battle. Aren’t you courting death?” 

“Master, although Dashan can’t do it, what about you? You’re at least at the third level of the Spirit 

Realm. Why don’t you go help?” This time, Chen Dashan did not just receive an eye roll. Instead, his 

master directly smacked him on the head. 

“You fool, do you think that I have a long life? Do you want me to die? Is the third level spirit realm very 

powerful? Let me tell you, even if I go, I will still die. If I die, I want to see who will feel sorry for you 

brats.” 

“Then why did we come to Uncle-Master Lu’s Zhishui Peak?” 

 

“Sigh! You’re still young. You don’t understand. In short, remember. In the Heaven Demon Sect, if you 

encounter any trouble, come to Zhishui Peak to hide. It’s definitely safe. If even Zhishui Peak is not safe, 

then the entire Heaven Demon Sect is not safe at all.” 

In short, we’ll escape from this disaster tonight first. After the Demon Sect retreats, I’ll bring you to the 

Acacia Faction. 

The Acacia Faction is a large sect. Its ancestor, Fairy Hong Yu, is also a ruthless person. The Demon Sect 

definitely won’t dare to provoke them for the time being. At that time, we will hide in the Acacia 

Faction.” 

Chen Dashan scratched the back of his head. 

“But why should the Acacia Faction protect us?” 

“Hehe, I’m the Supreme VIP of the Acacia Faction. Of course they would have to protect 

US.’1 

“Hiss, Master is indeed powerful.” 

On the peak of Zhishui Peak, Lu Xiaoran stood at the peak with his hands behind his back as he looked at 

the battlefield on the main peak of the Heaven Demon Sect in the distance and was somewhat helpless. 

These people from the Heaven Demon Sect were clearly unable to defeat the Demon Sect, so why didn’t 

they escape from the back of the mountain? 

In any case, with his array formation to resist, the time they could stall was enough for them to escape. 

However, they just had to stubbornly resist the Demon Sect. 

Lu Xiaoran originally did not want to provoke trouble because he did not know much about the Demon 

Sect’s Demon Venerable. 

This was because those who were relatively famous on the continent were basically not simple 

characters. 



Was he a hot shot? Or a top-notch villain? 

It was not a simple matter to provoke either of these two. 

However, he had stayed in the Heaven Demon Sect for ten years, an entire ten years! 

Even if his heart was initially cold, it had now been warmed up. 

He could not watch his fellow disciples be slaughtered by the Demon Sect at will. “Forget it, I’ll just do it 

once. After all, the sect master and the others are indeed good to me. I’ll take it as repaying the Heaven 

Demon Sect for nurturing me for the past ten years.” 

Thinking of this, Lu Xiaoran put on a black coat, a cloak, and a mask to cover his face. 

Although he was going to help, his identity could not be exposed. 

If these people from the Heaven Demon Sect saw his true identity, wouldn’t they go crazy? 

Most likely, before dawn, the news that he would become a King Realm expert after cultivating for ten 

years would spread throughout the entire Great Zhou. 

Chapter 89 He Came From the Starry Sky 

Sensing Lu Xiaoran’s aura, Yun Lige and the other two instantly arrived. 

“Master, do you want us to attack together?” 

Lu Xiaoran shook his head. 

“There’s no need. It’s easy to expose our identities with more people. I alone am enough. Get ready. 

After this, we’ll go down the mountain and head to the Great Zhou Imperial City.” 

Hearing this, the three of them were shocked, especially Ji Wuxia. 

She knew that her master was about to start working on her matters. 

The battle ahead was still ongoing. The cultivation of the Heaven Demon Sect disciples was really too 

low and were unable to resist the footsteps of the Demon Sect’s elites. The battle between the two 

sides was already about to be decided. With the continuous fall of the Heaven Demon Sect’s elders, the 

destruction of the Heaven Demon Sect would definitely be imminent. The few demon sect elders looked 

at the battle in front of them and revealed faint admiration. 

“I didn’t expect this Heaven Demon Sect to have the ability to last so long.” 

“However, the battles between the few sects in the Reliance Sect should have already ended. We 

shouldn’t delay for too long to avoid Elder Ye Sha’s blame.” 

“In that case, let me help Elder Situ defeat the Heaven Demon Sect Master and that Grand Elder faster.” 

As he spoke, he took a step forward, and his sixth level of the Shattering Void Realm aura exploded at 

the same time. 

Sensing the other party’s powerful aura, Sect Master Chen and the Grand Elder’s expressions could not 

help but change, and their hearts were extremely bitter. 



“How powerful.” 

The two of them understood that the Demon Sect was prepared to end this battle. 

They could barely resist an expert above the fifth level of the Shattering Void Realm and stall for time. 

Now, the two of them were like fish on a chopping block, waiting to be slaughtered. 

“Uncle-Master, looks like the Heaven Demon Sect is really going to be destroyed in our generation… All 

because of me…” 

Sect Master Chen’s voice revealed some desolation. 

“This is not your fault. After all, we’re not the only ones who will suffer when the Demon Venerable 

appears. Countless sects in the entire Great Zhou are going to be destroyed.” After a pause, he 

continued, “Little Chen, in a while, I’ll detonate my Essence Soul in exchange for a chance of survival. 

Take this opportunity to escape.” 

“What? Uncle-Master, you…!” 

Sect Master Chen’s pupils constricted. 

 

“I have no hope of breaking through for many years. My lifespan has already been exhausted. Even 

without the Demon Sect, it’s only a matter of time before I die. However, you’re different. You still have 

hope of advancing and living longer. Live on. Wait until the Great Zhou annihilates the Demon Sect 

before you revive our Heaven Demon Sect.” 

Sect Master Chen’s eyes turned red and mist swirled in them. 

“Uncle-Master, I’m the sect master of the Heaven Demon Sect. How can I give up on so many disciples 

of the Heaven Demon Sect and escape by myself?” 

“As a man, you have to take responsibility. You can’t let your emotions affect your decisions. 

Go!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a crazy spirit energy suddenly erupted crazily from the Grand Elder’s 

body. 

However, at this moment, two more powerful auras pressed over from the Demon Sect’s side. 

“Do you think we’ll give you a chance to escape? Do you want to use your Essence Soul to self-destruct? 

Do you think we’re just going to sit and watch?” 

“These two Shattering Void Realm experts have such vigorous blood essence. They will make good 

nourishment for our holy sect’s Demon Venerable!” 

mon 

“Accept your fate.” 



The four experts above the fifth level of the Shattering Void Realm attacked at the same time and 

directly suppressed the Essence Soul that the Grand Elder wanted to detonate! 
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Immediately after, the four of them attacked at the same time. 

It could be foreseen that with this move, even if the Grand Elder was an expert at the third level of the 

Shattering Void Realm, he would still have no chance of survival! 

“Uncle-Master!” 

Sect Master Chen’s eyes turned red. 

The First Elder’s eyes turned red. The entire Heaven Demon Sect fell into sorrow and despair. The 

Demon Sect was too powerful, so powerful that they were unable to fight back at all. 

It was just like how a child would die if he fought an adult. 

The eyes of the few people from the Demon Sect had already revealed a proud and bloodthirsty glow. 

It seemed that success was imminent. 

However! 

At this critical moment. 

 

Suddenly, a sword beam swept out horizontally, cutting through the void. In an instant, it severed the 

attack beam of the four Demon Sect experts. 

Boom! 

Light exploded, and as if it was daytime, it illuminated the entire Heaven Demon Sect mountain. 

Because the sword beam was too powerful, it did not stop or weaken after shattering their attacks. 

Instead, it continued to attack the few Demon Sect elders. 

“Not good!” The few Demon Sect elders sensed the destructive aura transmitted from the sword beam 

and were instantly shocked. The smugness on their faces turned to fear at this moment. 

Not daring to slack off at all, the four of them quickly defended together. 

Unfortunately, this sword beam was too shocking. Even the four elders above the fifth level of the 

Shattering Void Realm were unable to resist it together. 

The sword beam flashed and time seemed to have stopped at this moment. The four Demon Sect elders 

stopped on the spot, and the expressions on their faces instantly froze. 

A moment later, a huge mountain in the distance suddenly broke off from the mountainside. The upper 

half of the mountain was swept away instantly, and the entire mountain was severed at the waist! 



Violent winds raged and airwaves surged. The clouds in the sky were blown away. Finally, the four 

experts above the fifth level of the Shattering Void Realm started to separate in front of everyone. 

Click, click, click… 

The four of their bodies were severed at the waist. 

Then, their upper bodies fell like dead things. 

If it were just an ordinary attack, it would only be able to cut off their bodies. As Shattering Void Realm 

experts, their powerful vitality would not let them die. Moreover, they would still have a chance to 

recover their bodies. 

However, that sword attack had not only severed their bodies, but it had also destroyed their souls. 

At this moment, the Heaven Demon Sect, which had been engaged in an intense battle just now, 

instantly fell silent. Even a pin drop could be heard. 

Be it the Demon Sect’s elites, the other elders of the Demon Sect, or the people from the Heaven 

Demon Sect, at this moment, they were all petrified on the spot. 

The other party had killed four experts above the fifth level of the Shattering Void Realm with a single 

sword move. To them, such strength was already equivalent to a god! 

Even an early-stage Essence Realm expert would probably not be able to do this casually, right? 

Not to mention the Heaven Demon Sect, but even the surrounding sects did not have top-notch experts 

at the mid or late-stage of the Essence Realm. 

Who was it? Who could have done this? 

The Grand Elder, Sect Master Chen, and some other experts clearly had stronger mental states. 

Therefore, their reactions were faster than the others. 

They immediately turned around and looked in the direction of the sword beam. However, their pupils 

instantly constricted. 

Chapter 90 You Have to Learn to Be Transient 

In the black night sky, a figure in a black robe and a bamboo hat walked over step by step. 

His speed was not considered fast, but it was as if he was walking on flat ground. With every step he 

took, the void seemed to tremble. 

At the same time, with every step closer, everyone felt a suffocating pressure increase. 

Although he was alone, he was like a huge mountain with a monstrous aura! 

The people from the Demon Sect were all drenched in cold sweat and trembling. 

“Senior, may I ask who you are? Why are you targeting our holy Demon Sect?” 

Because the mask could change one’s voice, Lu Xiaoran was not afraid to speak. 



“A thousand years ago, I established the Heaven Demon Sect. A thousand years later, you guys come 

here and try to kill my disciples and grand disciples. And now, you’re even asking me why I’m targeting 

your Demon Sect? Don’t you think that’s too ridiculous?” 

“What?! You’re the Heaven Demon Sect’s patriarch?” 

Everyone’s expressions changed drastically. 

The people from the Heaven Demon Sect were overjoyed. Some even cried from excitement. 

“Patriarch! It’s our Heaven Demon Sect’s patriarch!” 

“Patriarch is actually still alive. We’re saved!” 

Sensing that Lu Xiaoran’s aura was growing stronger and his killing intent was gradually becoming more 

and more corporeal, the people from the Demon Sect were already extremely frightened. 

“Senior, we really did not know that Senior was still here. Please forgive us for our offense. Our holy 

Demon Sect will leave the Heaven Demon Sect now and never attack your sect again.” 

“Since you’re already here, why leave so quickly? If I let you leave, won’t others laugh at my Heaven 

Demon Sect?” 

“Senior, are you not afraid of our Demon Venerable? If Senior kills us, the Demon Venerable will 

definitely not let the Heaven Demon Sect off. Even if Senior’s cultivation is rather deep, you’re probably 

not a match for our holy Demon Sect’s Demon Venerable, right?” 

“Cut the crap.” 

Lu Xiaoran did not speak anymore. The Primordial Chaos Emperor Scripture in his body circulated with 

all his strength, and his aura reached its peak. “Run!” 

Sensing the strength of Lu Xiaoran’s aura and the dense killing intent, everyone did not dare to stay any 

longer. 

Without saying much, they turned around and 

ran. 

 

Sect Master Chen’s expression changed drastically. 

“Patriarch, we can’t let them escape. If they escape and attract the Demon Venerable, our Heaven 

Demon Sect will completely disappear!” 

“Don’t worry, they won’t be able to escape in front of me.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lu Xiaoran took a step forward and executed the third move of the True 

Phoenix Nine Transformations, Phoenix Capture Heaven and Earth. 

The Demon Sect elders who had already escaped turned around and saw that Lu Xiaoran was not 

chasing after them, and they could not help but heave a sigh of relief. 



However, at this moment, they saw Lu Xiaoran’s large hand casually grab at the void. In the next 

moment, a majestic huge force suddenly appeared in the air again and pulled all of them back to the 

Heaven Demon Sect with a domineering suppression. 

“No!” 

Everyone screamed and went crazy, but they were unable to stop themselves from being pulled back by 

Lu Xiaoran. 

When everyone was pulled back to the peak of the Heaven Demon Sect, Lu Xiaoran raised his sword and 

circulated the Primordial Chaos Emperor Scripture with all his strength. His sword slashed down, and the 

sword beam expanded for more than four thousand meters, lighting up the entire night sky and making 

the stars in the sky lose their luster. 

The sword beam landed on the few of them and directly turned the remaining Demon Sect experts into 

dust. 

The sword beam did not lose its momentum and finally landed on the ground. 

Boom! 

With a world-shaking bang, the ground was directly destroyed, forming a huge ravine more than 6,000 

meters long! 

At this moment, the entire Heaven Demon Sect went crazy. 

“Long live Patriarch! Long live Patriarch!” 

The Grand Elder was so excited that tears fell. 

“After hundreds of years, I didn’t expect to be able to see Patriarch again… I even got to witness him 

show off his might. My life has been worth it!” 

The Demon Sect elites below were all dumbfounded. The elders were all dead, so how were they 

supposed to fight? 

They could only run. 

Their cultivation levels were not as high as the elders, but they were very smart and knew to scatter like 

rats. 

In this way, even if Lu Xiaoran chased after them, he couldn’t kill them all at once, right? 

Unfortunately, they had miscalculated. 

Who was Lu Xiaoran? 

Even when killing a small fry, he would burn the other party’s bones and scatter his ashes. How could he 

let these people go? The True Phoenix Nine Transformations circulated. Lu Xiaoran summoned the 

Phoenix Perching Parasol Mark. With a soft shout, he smashed down with the huge mark in his hand. 

Who could resist a Martial Monarch Realm weapon? 

 



The power of the Phoenix Perching Parasol Mark instantly enveloped an area of five kilometers. 

Under Lu Xiaoran’s control, not a single one of the nearly 1,000 Demon Sect elites escaped. They were 

directly smashed. 

Boom! 

Explosions sounded incessantly like rolling thunder, making the entire Demon Sect mountain shake. 

This continued for an entire two minutes before coming to a stop. 

However, a huge pit five kilometers long and dozens of kilometers deep had already been created! 

It was as if a huge hole had been opened in the ground, wanting to devour everything. 
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The people from the Heaven Demon Sect who had stabilized their bodies were excited again. 

“Alright!” 

“As expected of our Heaven Demon Sect’s patriarch.” 

“With Patriarch here, we won’t be afraid of anyone!” “There’s hope for our Heaven Demon Sect to 

prosper!” 

The Demon Sect’s elites were all killed. Lu Xiaoran retracted the Phoenix Perching Parasol Mark. As for 

the elders in the sky, Sect Master Chen, the First Elder, and the others… They immediately flew over and 

knelt in the air. “Greetings, Patriarch. Thank you for your help and saving the Heaven Demon Sect from 

danger, Patriarch.” 

Lu Xiaoran’s face, which was hidden under his cloak and mask, could not help but twitch. 

With so many seniors kneeling before him, he was still not used to it. 

However, he still had to continue acting. 

Therefore, Lu Xiaoran coughed lightly and placed his hands behind his back. 

“You guys did well. However, you were a little stupid.” 

Everyone was stunned. 

“Patriarch, we fought to protect the sect. How were we stupid?” 

Lu Xiaoran snorted. 

“You still have the cheek to say that? With your meager strength, you still want to fight the Demon Sect? 

Do you know that these 1,000 people are only a small part of the Demon Sect? Their main troops have 

not really arrived yet. Moreover, you can’t even defeat this small group of people. What’s the point of 

fighting? Even if you want to die, you shouldn’t waste your lives like this.” 

Everyone looked at each other after being reprimanded by Lu Xiaoran. 



Actually, it was not their fault. They considered the Heaven Demon Sect to be their home. Since others 

had invaded, they naturally had to guard their home. 

Seeing their puzzled and somewhat aggrieved expressions, Lu Xiaoran patted his forehead helplessly and 

said, “The most important thing for a sect is people. Humans! Do you understand? As long as you have 

people, you can build a sect wherever you want! Why do you have to guard this mountain? Mountains 

are dead, but people are alive. You have to learn to be flexible. 

“When you encounter a powerful enemy like the Demon Sect, what you have to do is not guard the sect 

but escape. Do you understand? Once the people of the Demon Sect leave, won’t you be able to return 

and rebuild the Heaven Demon Sect?” 

 


